The Keshe Foundation, foreseeing the collapse of world governments and major institutions, opened the Universal Council (UC) to offer all beings: humans, non-humans, and beings that are not even part of the earth, an organization that is based on mutually-just agreements and respectful collaborations, to aid the rebuilding of social structures and help all experience conditions are seen correctly and the processes to reverse them are achievable.

We are entering into an age where all will be easily producible such as electricity, water, food, health aids. With the new science, we are also becoming members of the universal community. To aid the expression of equality and respect to our Universal neighbors, the

With the innocence of an infant, the Universal Council faces the universe with Peace and Love for all and lives to fulfill dreams of being graced with unlimited abilities. Sandra Esch

Peace. The old structures were based on a planet with limited resources, a toxic environment and a society unaware of the plasmatic field connection between us all. With the understanding of Plasmatic Science, as taught by Mehran Keshe these

UC uses plasmatic fields created by sharing and holding peaceful group intentions, to communicate our desire to cooperate with all.

This service is also offered to all here on earth to aid in peacefully harmonious resolutions.
It began in April 2016 when 74 people stepped on stage at The Keshe Foundation conference in Dubai, to recite the World Peace Treaty and state their support for the future Universal Council Members.

The UC's aim is to have all languages represented by a member who is a native speaker. Out of the 74 supporters at Dubai, 24 language representatives were found.
The 24 members each spoke about their vision for Peace and the work they desire to see the UC perform.

More members will join the council as they are found among the UC supporters. For anyone interested in supporting the UC and possibly be a Language Representative, please email me: 
mailto:sandy@spaceshipinstitute.org?subject=Universal Council and I will be happy to send you the link to the application, which once submitted will start the security clearance process.

The second “One Planet, One Nation, One Race” conference will be March 27th and 28th, 2017 in Rome, Italy. More information on this event can be found at the Keshe Foundation Web store: https://store.keshefoundation.org/store/

Updates from Around the Foundation
By Jon Bliven, Managing Director

As we head for a new year it is time to reflect on all that has been accomplished by those around the Foundation. If I were to describe one word for what transpired in 2016 it would be structure. Throughout the year the structure matured not only in the furthering of the teachings but in all areas of development. Workshops throughout the world moved the organization from individuals to community structures. In Arizona our network just from the newsletter is
well over 100 regular followers, with many active inventors and practitioners using and experimenting with the technologies. No longer are we a small band of knowledge seekers but a force that will share technologies that will not be able to be ignored and will put control back in the hands of humanity. The foundation in the USA has a big challenge but it's supporters understand that the rewards for all are our freedom and the freedom of this great planet. So we stand united in our pursuit of the need to understand that which we wish to bring forward. We educate ourselves so that we may bring others forward also. Make no mistake that what we are birthing is the future for generations to come.

The year saw the expansion of the teachings into 17 different languages beyond the language of English. Foundations in most of the major world markets have formed a structure for teaching and sharing information at a pace unparalleled in any other time frame. The teachings reach tens of thousands every week with new information shared freely and openly from country to country. This type of teaching and sharing has led to many new products and innovations. The really exciting part is that what we have seen is just the crumbs of what is coming forward. I could go into what they are but those who follow the foundation fully understand the advances that are at our doorstep.

Regular teachings are ongoing for Doctors and Agricultural students and these groups are gathering followers as well as practitioners around the world. Clinical trials for cancer treatment are expected to commence in Ghana very shortly. The doctors' group is moving forward with many new advances in the testing and testimonials of patients with various diseases. Many new tools are being tested in labs and clinics around the world.

The formation and the development of the structure of the Universal Council that began with the meeting in Dubai in April and also the meeting in Rome in September was completed. This solidified the roles that council members would play for this planet. For those who did not fully understand what was going on, it was about preparing this planet to join the universal community. We are rapidly approaching the time where this planet will have its place amongst the number of other civilizations that we have yet to fully understand. The strength of the council will be in their collective wisdom and their desire to serve the greater good of all on this planet.

Computer rendering from the 96th Knowledge Seeker’s of a cigar spaceship configuration.
In Arizona there is excitement in the air as we inch ever closer with many others in the innovation side to releasing and sharing the information that will allow space travel to all countries equally and freely. It is being shared and more fully understood by those around the foundation. Do not be surprised if space travel is a big part of all that comes forward early in 2017. This will force governments to recognize the truth of the reality that is in front of them. A reality where the governments will have an opportunity to share the truths that have been covered up and unlock hidden technologies that all on this planet might move forward as One Planet, One Nation, One Race.

We now better understand that there is more than one path to unlocking the keys to opening up the plasma fields to allow space travel. In Arizona we are working on what Mr. Keshe described as the donut configuration as seen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuFBUS0kiSA. You can also see what a donut configuration might look like by what NASA showed us, NASA UFOs: STS-75 The Tether Incident https://youtu.be/krLnDNLG3_Q.

The STS-75 Tether Incident occurred on Sunday, February 25, 1996 when the Space Shuttle Columbia deployed an experimental tether into orbit. Note how the passing spacecraft in the video are able to open and close their fields as they watch the tether with the men aboard the space station. The fields we have created with the magnetic and gravitational fields of the magravs have formed a donut shape and we are inching closer with other research groups to create a tangible craft for hundreds of dollars not billions of dollars. Mr. Keshe has in previous teachings shared the understandings of how to build the cigar shaped craft also. One version was discussed by Mr. Keshe in the 96th Knowledge Seekers Workshop https://youtu.be/wa7ECtMayzU. A craft can also be created with the star formation as shared in these animations: https://youtu.be/DWNy1m9IRbU, and https://goo.gl/photos/keAjmt7LacZyYzU7.

We now better understand, and are mostly working with, two types of reactors. The first type is with a free spinning inner core and an outer core connected to a motor. The second type is an inner core that rotates in the opposite direction of the outer core as was shown in the 150th Knowledge Seekers Workshop. We also now understand how to use the atomic hydrogen and the tritium (GANS of CH3) in each core to create a tangible craft for hundreds of dollars not billions of dollars. Mr. Keshe in previous teachings shared the understandings of how to build the cigar shaped craft also. One version was discussed by Mr. Keshe in the 96th Knowledge Seekers Workshop https://youtu.be/wa7ECtMayzU. A craft can also be created with the star formation as shared in these animations: https://youtu.be/DWNy1m9IRbU, and https://goo.gl/photos/keAjmt7LacZyYzU7.

We now better understand, and are mostly working with, two types of reactors. The first type is with a free spinning inner core and an outer core connected to a motor. The second type is an inner core that rotates in the opposite direction of the outer core as was shown in the 150th Knowledge Seekers Workshop. We also now understand how to use the atomic hydrogen and the tritium (GANS of CH3) in each core to create a tangible craft for hundreds of dollars not billions of dollars. Mr. Keshe in previous teachings shared the understandings of how to build the cigar shaped craft also. One version was discussed by Mr. Keshe in the 96th Knowledge Seekers Workshop https://youtu.be/wa7ECtMayzU. A craft can also be created with the star formation as shared in these animations: https://youtu.be/DWNy1m9IRbU, and https://goo.gl/photos/keAjmt7LacZyYzU7.

When I stood in the middle of the plasma fields of the spaceship I closed my eyes and connected to the Universal Field. I sent out love and gratitude from the depths of my heart and asked the universal family to join me in this safe space. What I received back was an overwhelming love and energy stronger than could be denied and a strong sense that somebody was smiling back at me with love and gratitude. Help us kick open the doors to disclosure and more. It is time for us to make the change that we all know that we need so desperately. Jon Bliven

I encourage the people within our network in the Keshe Foundation USA to work with the knowledge that has been shared and help unlock the keys to the universal community. Our collective knowledge is strong enough to show the rest of humanity we can help move our societies forward in a big way. Let us in the United States help heal the wounds our country has created around the globe by bringing solutions forward to fix what was before broken. Let our peace lead the way to a healed planet. Our leaders need to see a better way that change can flourish. I look forward indeed to the new year with great excitement as our dreams become reality and hope, peace and love again thrives for all.
Nano-coated Copper Bracelet by Paul Carr

About 15 years ago I began wearing a bracelet made of simple copper ground wire. It was hooked back on itself on either end. It never ceased to stop my shoulder pain. After researching the Keshe material for over a year I thought if I nano-coated it, it could accentuate its energy.

I wore it on my ankle today after 2 to 3 weeks of unexplained pain. After a short time I realized the pain was almost non-existent. A friend of mine came over after work when I took it off. He was curious and I told him my experiences with copper stopping pain. He held out his hand and asked if he could wear it. I put it on his wrist. The fit wasn't perfect so I took it back off and told him I would shape it better. He said, “Please put it back on me. The pain I've had all up and down my arm for years stopped as soon as the bracelet was on.” He was in a type shock about it.

I put it back on him and he couldn't get over that his pain was gone. He went on about it for an hour. I said “thank you.” He said, “I'll pay you right now however much you want for it. I said if it helps your pain that's enough for me. That's why I made it.” He left later in astonishment saying he wasn't into witchcraft. I laughed and said, “it's nothing about magic, just advanced plasma technology.” A Heartfelt thanks to Mr. Keshe and all others helping to spread the knowledge. Peace All.

Effects of Drinking Plasma Water by Ben Ellis

Since drinking the Gans Waters daily for the past three months my body has completely rejuvenated itself, I'm looking younger and younger each passing week. My wrinkles are fading and my gray hair almost completely gone. It has healed my right knee that was never fixed properly with reconstructive surgery. My left elbow supposedly required a surgery. The same surgery I had on my right elbow due to overuse as a massage therapist for 20 years. My left elbow is nearly 100% healed now. Very little phantom pain remains. I'm amazed how quickly this transformation happened for me. I can assume my regular fitness routines.

Soak for Chronic Arthritis submitted by Carolina de Roose

This afternoon I treated a couple suffering from chronic arthritis. I had them soak their hands & feet for 7 minutes in warmed water including 1/2 cup of CO2 Plasma water. After the bath, they reported immediate relief! The wife reported 100% relief! I then applied an oil I prepared by heating organic coconut oil + CO2 gans + CuO2 gans.. The increased vitality turned them into grateful believers & I left them with 2oz of the oil, 2 liters of the plasma water and a hug!
Urinary Incontinence by Dr. Gunay Apak

Urinary incontinence is the inability to hold urine in the bladder either because the voluntary control over the urinary sphincter is either lost or weakened.

I was suffering from incontinence the last 8 years. It was a nuisance and it getting worse. While I was applying my first GANS water and GANS patch trial I was not aiming to treat my incontinence. I had cystitis and wanted to treat it without any antibiotics. I started the GANS plasma cure at the beginning of July, 2016. And now in the 22nd of August, 2016 it is completely recovered. My hormonal balance has improved. Since I know how embarrassing and what a big nuisance it is, I have decided to share my achievement publicly. Method Applied: Type of Patch Used: CO2 and ZnO GANS water. Apply one patch to over the uterus and ovaries and a second patch to the back side in sandwich form. NOT over the spine. Duration: 3 weeks double patch front and back overnight while sleeping. After 3 weeks I put 45 days only over the uterus overnight while sleeping. In severe cases you may use it a few hours during the day also. I also drank 5 ml of CO2 liquid GANS water for a month.

10-30% of American women and girls aged 15-64 years are thought to suffer from urinary incontinence. The Depart of Health in the United Kingdom estimates that 20% of all women over the age of 40 are affected by urinary incontinence.

Although I don't think it is necessary, during this period I have also used a triple GANS healing tube. 1-2 hours inserted every other day. Inner tube CuO2, Middle tube CH3 and Outer tube CO2 plus ZnO.

Summary hormonal testing of a 70 year old female before and after CO2/ZnO GANS treatment. Hormonal pre-testing showed mildly abnormal results for Gonadotropin, PID efficient, and Cervicitis coefficient. After Treatment all female hormones were normal.

A Christmas Plasma Miracle by Richard Eagle

On Christmas Day 2016, I was called out to the Indian Summers Border Collie Rescue home and kennels to try to help with a sick 15-year old female border collie, “Kayla” who had not stood for five days and had not eaten for the last two. The Rescue director Dr. Victoria Summers, or “Grandma Summers” had read some of my emails about the amazing benefits of interacting with plasma-field water and wrote: "if you got some of that water you've been talking about and making I could sure use some."
I realized I was to prepare for another 'peace mission.' I called her and left a message and awaited a response. The best result with the plasma-field applications I had witnessed had been achieved when there was some of the tiny GaNS particles still floating around in the water. I had read on the Keshe Foundation forum just a few days ago that the GaNS eye drops people were making had an olive oil base used as a 'buffer,' being that the GaNS is a powerful energy source and is caustic, so a buffering agent must be used to protect the skin and any tissue the GaNS may come in contact with.

“Okalone” my 10-year old female border collie, and I arrived and explained what the GaNS plasma water was. Dr. Summers applied olive oil inside each of Kayla's ears as a buffer. I swirled the charged water and CO2-Zinc GaNS in the jar into a white mix, then put drops of the solution into each ear, followed with a charged water rinse in each ear. Kayla shook her ears each time, began to move and started nudging her nearby empty food bowl. Her bowl refilled with food, she ate heartily. She tried to stretch and move but it was hard after lying still for days, but then she just relaxed.

Dr. Summers put olive oil in her own ears and the GaNS in the ears process was repeated for her, always starting with the left ear. She drained the solutions each time and then said, "I'm feeling REALLY dizzy...My heart is pounding, racing but my hands feel like they want to float off into the air...Yet, there is this, like, 'ball of calm' deep inside my ears...But my head is spinning, and my heart is still racing."

I immediately told her to ground herself, to bounce her heels on the floor. "Keep your toes on the floor, lift your heels, and bounce your heels on the floor, like you're walking." In just a few seconds she laughed! "It working! It's grounding me! The dizziness has almost stopped! My heart's beating normal now...Wow! That worked!" Then, "Richard, the ringing in my ears has stopped! I can hear clearly in my one ear now! For 20 years I've had this ringing in my ears! I've tried everything to get rid of it...and now it's gone!" She got up after a minute and began walking around her house. "This is what my house sounds like! Wow, I can really hear really well, and clearly." Improved clarity of hearing is reported by I think everyone so far who have had the ear drops. Plus, for my pets: that brown waxy stinky build-up that I have found for years in their ears has gone, optimizing the inner ear environment. Kayla tried to move a bit over the next 2 hours but mainly just rested, still on the pad.

At some point Dr. Summers went into her kitchen to do something, so I focused on Kayla. Suddenly a thought came to me, that: 'Kayla just died!' But I brushed the thought aside at that moment, trying to just think positive thoughts of her. In a few minutes Dr. Summers returned and went to pet Kayla, but found her unresponsive. She began to examine Kayla, then sadly said, almost in a whisper, "She just died, Richard...Her eyes are rolled back in her head...And she's not breathing," and then just slumped down onto a nearby step stool. "That was the most peaceful death I have ever seen...and I've seen a lot of 'em."

A long silence gripped the room as we realized the passing of her favorite little daughter. She finally began to talk about Kayla, and the process dogs go through in their final days and I awkwardly mentioned how I felt she had passed a few minutes ago but had dismissed the thought. I then recalled for her my meditation earlier in the day, coming to a realization that Kayla somehow knew that Okalone had shown amazing improvement with having the GaNS water put in her ears, being that all border collies share a common 'group mind' together, and that Kayla had chosen to become ill in order for Dr. Summers to contact me, to get me to come out there with the plasma water and to give peace to all her struggling four-legged brothers and sisters, many with cancers and abused or abandoned, and also to help their loving pack leader, “Mommy,” Dr. Summers, whom I recently nicknamed “Woofma.” There was a long pause, as we reflected on Kayla’s selfless
Sacrifice…and we both went into silent prayer.

And then, suddenly…KAYLA…COMES BACK TO LIFE!

First Kayla’s head moved! Then, her body! And then, she began to nudge around her empty food bowl! “Oh, my God…She’s back!” Dr. Summers shouts in near disbelief as she leans forward and begins to caress kayla’s head. “You’re baaack, sweetie…Oh, my god! It’s a miracle!” Tears, and sheer Joy filled us both…a Christmas resurrection!

Kayla begin to moan and I say, “I think she wants that harness off her.” Kayla had been wrapped the whole time in a padded lift harness, so to lift her up to clean her #1 and #2 on the newspaper under her. Watching her get unwrapped, I thought to myself: “Grandma has her Christmas present.”

After a bit Dr. Summers began patting the bottom of Kayla’s paws, to mimic walking. And for about 15 minutes I placed the GaNS jar near her hindquarters to apply the plasma-field, until she whimpered gently, which I said, “it means she has had enough for now.” And as I moved the jar away from her she quieted. I spent another few hours visiting and some time interacting with the other dogs, then felt it time to leave, to give Kayla some peace and quiet.

At 1:40 AM Okalone and I departed. Our last view of Kayla was her crawling away from her pad a couple of feet and heading toward the kitchen, to wish us Fare Well and …Peace. Outside, Okalone snuggled up to Woofma again before jumping into the back seat. ‘The leader of the pack’ and I hugged, said a prayer to our ancestors and “I love you.”

On the hour drive home I turned on the radio and found “Silent Night” playing in all of its holy, gentle, tender splendor. My Christmas meal had been a banana I realized, yet the Miraculous Powers That Be on this Christmas night had filled me with an awe to the Gift of Life, to the Power of Love and Prayers, and into the wonder of a Christmas MIRACLE.

I’m still waiting to hear back from Woofma. But, no matter how she is today, or where her spirit is, it is now inside me, for Kaylas had truly given me…The Best Christmas Gift ever. Peace on Earth and In Our Hearts, of All Beings, in All Forms, Everywhere.

Woof, woof, woof! Wag, wag, wag! Doggone it, miracles do happen.

Richard Eagle

Update: As of 8 pm, EST, December 26th, Kayla is eating and crawling around her room. 😊

The Plasma Times is a monthly publication of Keshe Manufacturing Arizona, the Keshe Foundation center for research and manufacturing in the USA. The goal of Plasma Times is to support individuals and groups working with plasma technology in the USA. Please submit articles, notices of workshops and testimonials to suzyKesheAZ@cox.net. INCLUDE CITY AND STATE if you would like to receive the newsletter by email.
Call to Action

Keshe Foundation USA is looking for volunteers.

The call for action and support is to find those who are interested in helping to build the structure for the Keshe USA Foundation. We are looking for a computer animator, regional outreach coordinators for northeast, southeast, central, and northwest areas of the United States. Also looking for a worldwide coordinator to assist in getting newsletters distributed to other communities and translated in other languages. A doctors’ newsletter news team, technical support for the USA, agriculture support team, doctor support team, training coordinator and disaster relief coordinator.

All positions are voluntary and offer no pay. Your support would be greatly appreciated and welcomed as we attempt to build the Foundation, which will belong to our country as we bring forward the new paradigm. Please send in the areas you can help with to SuzyKesheAZ@cox.net The Foundation is only as good as we make it!

**CORRECTION**

Some of you received a newsletter that had a typo in a very important link.

TRANSFORMACOMM is a site that transcribes the important Knowledge Seekers’ Workshops. The correct link to access this site is www.transformacomm.com

The transcriptions are published in .pdf as well as .docx formats and it is useful information to remember that the “find” function of your computer will work in both formats, making it that much easier to access important information from the Workshops.

https://soundcloud.com/bolradio/the-universal-consciousness-show-121916-jon-bliven

Universal Consciousness Radio Talk Show 12.19.16 with Jon Bliven